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Abstract

An ideal abstract model for parallel computation must carefully balance requirements
for e ective software engineering with requirements for ecient implementation. Models
based on sets of xed communication/computation patterns satisfy these requirements but,
in general, the sets of patterns are chosen arbitrarily. Categorical data types are a way of
building such models while automatically generating operations, equations, and a guarantee
of completeness. We illustrate this construction, and its usefulness for practical problems,
by building the type of chemical molecules and showing how molecular properties can be
computed in parallel.
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Introduction

An ideal abstract model of parallel computation is constrained by both its upward and
downward relationships. Upwards, a model must allow programs to be constructed from
speci cations in a reasonable way and must hide unnecessary details of target architectures.
Downwards, a model must allow e ective implementations to be built. The central problem
in choosing abstract models for parallel computation is to nd the correct balance between
these two sets of constraints.
The relationship between speci cation and model seems to require the following properties:
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Architecture Independence. Since the range of possible target architectures changes
frequently and there is no style of architecture that is likely to remain the best as
technology changes, long lifetimes for software can only be achieved if they are insulated
from architecture considerations. Thus an ideal model cannot include any assumptions
about how abstract operations are achieved; for example, explicit message passing
or assumptions about memory organisation must be ruled out. We can summarize
architecture independence by saying that it means that program source does not need
to be changed when a program is ported to a new architecture.
Development Method. We have gotten away with being casual about the way sequential software is developed in all but the most safety-conscious and potentially litigious
situations. In a parallel world, correctness is not an optional issue since incorrect
programs will tend not to run at all. While it is just conceivable that a program development strategy based on veri cation could be used, it is much more natural to
consider the calculational or derivational style of program development as the way to
build parallel software. This can be based either on re nement or equational transformation. It requires that an abstract model have a suciently strong semantics to
make derivations possible.
Intellectual simplicity. Humans need to be able to keep in mind what a piece of
software they are working on does, at least in some weak sense. It is hard to imagine
a mental model of software with many thousands of threads, multiplexed onto some
smaller number of processors, in which the detail of what is going on is important.
Thus an abstract model must allow programmers not to think about substantial parts
of the computation. While some of the management of this abstraction can doubtless
be hidden by a compiler, it strongly suggests that regularity is important.
All of the properties listed above can be achieved by making the model suciently abstract. However, the requirements of interacting with an implementation exert a pull in the
other direction, towards models that are very concrete. In particular, we can identify the
following properties for this relationship:
Congruence. If software is to be built in a calculational way, it must be possible to
make decisions along the way with some understanding of their implications on the
nal cost of the computation. Thus the model must expose some of the details of the
implementation, without violating either architecture independence or intellectual simplicity. Thus the model must permit some set of cost measures that can be computed
from a small number of parameters. A cost calculus, that is measures that respect the
structure of the transformation or re nement system are even better.
Ecient implementation. An even stronger property than congruence is that the model
should not itself introduce any non-intrinsic ineciency into an implementation. Thus
a comparison between the cost of a computation within the model and an abstract cost
(using say Boolean circuits or the PRAM) should not reveal any hidden cost di erences.
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These requirements are challenging and it may not be possible to satisfy them all in
general. Nevertheless, a clear picture of the ideal enables us to assess both goals and progress.
Considering these ve criteria suggest two ways in which a good model might be found.
Then rst is to take a model that is very abstract and then try to make it eciently implementable. This is the approach taken with Unity/PCN [6], higher order functional programming [13], and Concurrent Rewriting Logic (Maude) [12]. The other approach is to take a
model that has a limited set of communication and computation patterns and try to make
it an e ective platform on which to build software. This is the approach taken by models
that are called skeleton-based in a functional setting [7{9] and data-parallel in an imperative
setting [5, 14]. It is also the approach that we advocate in this paper.
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Categorical Data Types

The major drawback of models based on the xed patterns is the choice of patterns. These
have typically been chosen based on some perception of usefulness, but without any consideration to whether the resulting set is either complete or non-redundant. Building datatypes
using the categorical data type (CDT) construction of Malcolm [11] avoids this drawback
while producing models in which parallelism is perfectly natural.
Rather than give the details of the construction, we will illustrate by building a slightly
unusual datatype { that of chemical molecules. The construction will automatically generate
interesting parallel operations that can be applied to molecules, as well as a transformation
system for parallel molecular computation programs. An elementary knowledge of category
theory is assumed.
We begin with a category of sets and computable functions between them. One particular
object, A, of this category will be our starting point { it is the set of chemical elements with
which we wish to work. Other objects in the category are the set of integers, the set of reals,
and so on. An example of a useful function is the function atomic weight, which is an arrow
from A to the object set of naturals.
We de ne three constructors for the new type M (for Molecule) that we are going to
build.
: A M
: M M R3 M
: M R3 M
!







!

!

Intuitively, takes an atom and makes it into a molecule, consisting of that single atom
(essentially a type coercion). The constructor takes two molecules and a vector giving the
relative orientation of two of their component atoms and creates a new molecule, modelling a
new bond between the two molecules. The constructor takes a molecule and creates a new
bond between two of its component atoms, thus allowing cycles within the bond structure
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Figure 1: A Methane Molecule
of molecules. We require that and are mutually associative and is commutative
in M { intuitively this means that it doesn't make a di erence in which order molecules
are connected together, provided the nal molecule is the same. This requirement can be
expressed as a set of equations on and and carry over into the algebras that we will
shortly introduce. The atoms used for each of these constructions are \remembered" by the
physical arrangement of the resulting molecule; that is we use a straight line to represent
the application of the both the and constructors.
Instances of the constructed type correspond closely to the stick diagrams that are normally used to draw molecules, except that they contain information about the orientation
and length of each bond. A methane molecule is shown in Figure 1.
We can de ne a polynomial functor TA by
TA = KA + Id  Id  KR3 + Id  KR3

such that

TAM = A + M  M  R 3 + M  R 3
that is, it maps the constructed type to the components from which it is built. Now de ne
a TA algebra to be the pair and arrow between them
TA X

!

X

(which we will write as (TA X ; X ) when the arrow is obvious and (TX ; X ) when the base type
is also obvious) and consider the category TA -Alg whose objects are TA-algebras, and whose
arrows are TA-algebra homomorphisms, that is pairs of arrows in our underlying category
that respect TA -algebra structure. This is shown in Figure 2. This category is where all of
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Figure 2: Objects and an Arrow in TA-Alg
the interesting parallel computation takes place. If T is polynomial, then the TA-algebra
TM

!

M

is initial in the category TA -Alg and there is an isomorphism
TM

$

or

M

A + M  M  R 3 + M  R 3 $ TM
Intuitively, this means that a constructed type is isomorphic to the pieces from which it was
built, in their proper relationships.
The initiality of TM ! M in the category of TA-algebras means that there is a unique
arrow from it to any other TA-algebra. We call these unique arrows catamorphisms; they
are homomorphisms on the constructed type.
Let us now consider what TA -algebras are for the molecule type we have constructed. A
TA -algebra is an arrow as shown in Figure 3. Such an algebra can only exist when there are
three functions
f : A!P
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A + P  P  R3 + P  R3
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Figure 3: A TA-algebra
g : P  P  R3 ! P
h : P  R3 ! P

that is when P is some property that is
1. computable for each individual atom (and hence there must have been an appropriate
arrow in the underlying category with which we began);
2. recursively dependent on the properties of component molecules together with their
relative orientation and distance;
3. dependent on the addition of new bonds in the molecule
Thus catamorphisms include all functions that compute molecular properties that are recursive and independent of the order in which the molecule was assembled.
Some examples of catamorphisms are:
Volume. Given the volume of each individual atom it is possible to compute the
volume of molecules from the volumes of the components and their relative positions.
Energy. Given an energy value for each individual atom, the energy of a molecule
depends on the energy of its component molecules and the orientation and distance of
the bond that joins them. The energy also depends on any internal bonds that have
been created using the constructor.
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Convex Hull. Given the convex hull of the individual atoms, the convex hull of

the molecule can be computed from the convex hulls of the components and their
orientation and distance.
It is easy to see that catamorphisms can be evaluated in parallel, and we will make this
intuition more precise in the next few paragraphs. Consider the diagram in Figure 4 which
shows the arrows involved in a catamorphism in more detail. The lower horizontal arrow is
the catamorphism that we wish to compute. One way to compute it is to go around the other
three sides of the diagram. The rst step is really pattern matching; that is, we examine
the molecule to which we are applying the catamorphism and decide which constructor was
used to build it. The second step is to follow the upper horizontal arrow, which computes
the catamorphism on base cases or recursively on components of the molecule. The third
step is to use the resulting values to compute the nal result of the catamorphism.
We have built a new type based only on the original object A. These molecules should,
strictly speaking, be written as MA because we can use exactly the same construction for
any of the other objects in our underlying category. For example, if we start with the object
Int of integers, then we can de ne constructors:
: Int MInt
: MInt MInt R3 MInt
: MInt R3 MInt
!







!

!

and a functor TInt . As before, we can build a category TInt -Alg in which \molecules" whose
nodes are integers, rather than atoms, are initial. In fact, all of the types constructed in
this way have the same structure but di erent content, that is what is at the nodes of the
\molecule" will di er, but the structure of an oriented graph remains the same.
All of the TX -algebra categories are related in the following way. If the original underlying
category has an initial object , then the category T;-Alg has (TM;; M;) as its initial object.
All of the other TX -Alg categories are subcategories within it. Arrows in the underlying
category lift to arrows in T;-Alg called generalized maps. Given an arrow h : X Y
in the underlying category, the lifted arrow h : (TMX ; MX ) (TMY ; MY ) is an algebra
homomorphism that takes a \molecule" whose nodes are of type X and maps it to an
identically structured \molecule" whose nodes are of type Y using function h . Clearly
maps are parallel operations. This is shown in Figure 5 The maps \paste together" the
initial objects of each subcategory in a way that re ects the arrow structure of the original
underlying category. Thus we can de ne a functor from the underlying category to T;-Alg
mapping object X to (TX MX ; MX ) and arrows h to h .
The (polymorphic) type M we have built is a separable type, that is the functor TA can
be separated into two pieces, one of whose codomains is the original object A and the other
of whose codomain does not contain an A. Separable types have the following property:
Property Every catamorphism on a separable type can be expressed as the composition of
a generalized map and a generalized reduction.
;

!



!
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id + p  p  id + p
A + M  M  R3 + M  R3
A + P  P  R3 + P  R3
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Figure 4: Catamorphism Recursion Structure
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Figure 5: Structure of the category T;-Alg (where is the algebra (TM ; M ), A is the
algebra (TMA; MA ), B is the algebra (TMB ; MB ), and h is an arrow from A to B in the
underlying category)
;
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;

;

A generalized reduction is the catamorphism from an initial algebra to a TA-algebra
(TA; A) in which the function f : A A is an identity. Its e ect is to alter the structure
without changing the content, and it generalizes the associative reduction on lists. Reductions are also parallel operations, because a reduction is some function of reductions of its
component parts, and these can be evaluated in parallel.
The property above can be seen clearly in some of the catamorphisms given as examples
above. The energy of the molecule can be computed more or less directly as we described
above. However, it can also be computed by mapping the molecule to a \molecule" whose
nodes are energy values; and then applying a recursive function to this \molecule" to compute
the nal value of the energy. The rst step, the generalized map, is solely concerned with
manipulating the content of the structure; the second step manipulates only the structure.
Another example is the function from molecules to natural numbers that computes the
molecular weight (mw ). It is an extension of the function aw that computes atomic weights,
an arrow in the underlying category from atoms to natural numbers. Figure 6 shows the
way in which mw decomposes into a generalized map (the lifting of aw ) composed with a
generalized reduction.
Another useful bene t of the categorical construction is the property known as promotion.
Promotion means that there is a canonical form for every catamorphism and that compositions of catamorphisms with homomorphisms can be reduced to a single catamorphism.
Suppose that there is a catamorphism
!

p : (TM ; M ) ! (TX ; X )

and a TA -algebra homomorphism (that is a function that respects the algebra structure)
q : (TX ; X ) ! (TY ; Y )

Then there is a catamorphism
r : (TM ; M ) ! (TY ; Y )

by the initiality of (TM ; M ), and the following equation holds
r =q p

Many other equations arise as the result of diagrams in the category TA-Alg. These
equations can be used to do transformational software development of programs that compute
with the constructed type.
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Figure 6: Computing the Molecular Weight of a Molecule
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Properties of the Construction

We can summarize the properties of the categorical data type construction as follows. Many
of these properties should now be obvious from the type of chemical molecule that we have
constructed.
The construction is polymorphic over the types in the underlying category (although
this was only used in a peripheral way in the chemical example, it is crucial for more
conventional types);
Based only on the chosen set of constructors, a set of (second order) functions on the
constructed type is generated automatically by the construction. These operations are
a generalized map and a generalized reduction, both of which are inherently parallel;
Many interesting functions on the constructed type can be expressed as catamorphisms;
examining catamorphisms is therefore a good way to nd new and interesting functions;
A set of equations is automatically generated; these can be used for equational transformational software development.
Two further properties hold that are not obvious from the example above:
The set of equations forms a complete transformation system in the sense that the
syntactic form of any homomorphism on the constructed type can be transformed into
any other equivalent syntactic form within the system;
The communication properties of the constructors are directly re ected in the locality
of the communication properties of the second order operations; so that for some
types, implementations that require only local communication on a range of parallel
architectures are possible; when this occurs, cost calculi that apply to a wide range a
target architectures can be constructed [15, 16].
The construction of xed pattern models of parallel computation using categorical data
types has all the advantages of such models with respect to the ve criteria with which we
began; but it also removes any ad hoc choices of patterns to use, while at the same time
providing a framework for software development.
The type of chemical molecule is directly useful for parallel computation in molecular
applications. It also generalizes naturally to a data type of graph (the objects become
anonymous and the distance and orientation can be dispensed with). Categorical data types
for lists (join, cons, and snoc) [2], trees [10], and arrays [1] have also been built. In each case,
we get a similar xed set of parallel operations with known communication and computation
patterns. Most of the work has been done with lists, for which many derivations are known
[2{4], ecient architecture independent implementations have been built [15, 17], and there
is a cost calculus [16].
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The categorical data type construction is an important general technique for building
xed pattern abstract models for parallel computation. We have suggested why, in both
abstract and practical terms, this should be so.
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